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Trls study Is a development of the work roles of traditional farT women in Feytonstura, Yentucky.

leytonsturg Is a

relatively isolated area alone the western 1-order of tht
Appalachians.

Traditional processes such as troom-making,

chair-making, quilting, spinning, and traditional farTinR. are
still practiced therL.
Tapt.d interviews were conducted with seven women rang,ing
from sixty-five to eighty-eight years old.

The women were

questioned concerning their house and field cores as well qs
their philosophies and attitudes toward their life styles.

It

was revealed in this study that the traditional farm women of
this area work throughout the year to keep tLe family farm
of:crating.

In an analysis of these farm women's work roles it

was discerned that they are concerned with four significant facets
of life.

First, their family; second, maintenance of the farm

throuQh house and field work necessary at any riven time; third,
the church; rand, fourth, helping others.
This research adds to the small body of relevant materials
available on women's studies.

'Inc present description of the
vi

work role, philosophies, and attltudon of th, traditional fere
women ln taytoneure to a study witch may provida a foundatlon
for uttxr research of woman's roles.

vii

INTWWCT1(N

Women's studIcs hoiVf recently become • topic of interest
in the field of folklore.1

As research ir undertaken, It becomes

otvious that there is a void cf material Rvallatle.

It Is tre

purrose of this thesis to devote attention to ttt role of women
on the traditional farmstead, end thus to supply additional
material to this aspect of womtn's studies.

In explainiro the

traditional farm woman's role it is necessary to examine ner
philosophies and attitudes towav-d her life style.

This study

additionally purports to illuminate the woman as a total person
within the environmental framework of a viatle way of life in
the Upland South.
As the result of a social visit I begar this research in
the fall of 1971.

I was visiting with Mrs. hettle Groce of

Peytonsburg, Kentucky on her front porch as I had done on several
occasions.

As a means of making conversation hettie was dis-

cussing her life on the farm.

It tecame Apparent to me that

this conversation was of primary importance.

After taping this

scssion and consulting the litrary in search of additional
material about the farm woman, I realized that here was a field
of untapped knowledge which should be Investigated.
1

To demonstrate the reliability of this statement, it
could be noted that the American Folklore Society first devoted
a special section on woman's folklore at the annual meeting
held at Austin, Texas, Pall, 1972.
1

2
I made frequent visits to the Grote fare withir this nest
year for the purpose of slathering additional recollections and
lescriptions of current activities.

This topic seemed worthy of

investigation, one which should be conducted before the traditional fare woasn's life rtyle becomes a thing of tht nostalpic
past.
In the spring of 1974 I began interviews with Mrs. Fairy
Feathery and her sister-in-law. Mrs. Estella Coop.

The combined

contributions of these women were rather phenomenal.

During

joint interview sessions they urged each other to recall
previously forgotten everts in their lives.

The musical abili-

ties of both women and their nhilosophies of life added depth
and meaning to their recollections.
As the summer progressed, I interviewed Mrs. Xaggie Spear
and her sister, Mrs. Ruth Spear.

At this point I observed that

all women interviewed had performed basically the same chores.
The varied characters and philosophies of the farm women became
apparent at this time.

There were certain chores unique to a

particular woman; as each woman discussed these chores I learned
more about each individual's personality.
The last women interviewed were Doyle and Mary Bow, sisters
of Hettie Groce.

The Bow sisters are illustrative of another

facet of the study, that of the existence of the single woman on
the farm.
All of the women interviewed were brought up in the
tradition of their mothers and grandmothers.

Since none of their

children are practicing traditional farming, it is improbable
that this life style will continue.

This study therefore Is intended to record the traditional role of the farm wosan while it is still being practiced.
Hopefully this research will offer an inslaht Into the lives
of these women while adding to the small collection of material
aveiletle on the traditional firm womwn.
The major portion of the rtrcarch for this study was
completed in thc field by meana of a tape recorder and camera.
The material collected was transcribed verbatim from taped
interviews, and relevant material was al-stracted from these transcriptions.

Most of the information was taken directly from the

field interviews since the women told about their experiences
more accurately than any literary source available.

When

applicable, other reFenrch is quoted to substantiate the women's
testimonies.
In order to explain the traditional culture in which these
farm women reside, Chapter I includes a general descrlItion of
the Feytonsburg, Kentucky area.

In addition to a discussion of

the environment in which they reside, a tlographical description
of each woman is included.

It Is this personal vignette which

actually provides the main ingredients of the study and ,ustifies
its raison d'ttre.
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ChAtTLN 1

Thk. AHLA AN!. Mk w4K1544
keytonsburs, Kentucky is located in the western extreaes
of the Appalachians in an area which shares characteristics
with the Appalachian culture.

Peytonsbur2 is • treasure house

for folklife research since many traditional proceses are still
practiced there out of preference rather than necesrity.

A few

such traditional practices found there are broom-making, chairmaking, quilting, and spinning, as well as traditional farming.
The heritage of mountain residents who created the traditional life style they still practice is discussed at some
length by Jack Weller in Yesterday's People.
They moved inland frcm the Coastal area to escape
restraint. They were stuttorn, opinionated, and
sometimes cruel. People had to have these qualities in
order to survive on the tooth-and -talon frontier. The
Appalachians became a great sponge which absorbed the
backwoods people in large numbers. The mountain walls
sheltered their strengths, their quirks, and their
shortcomings from the rest of the world. They turned
aside subsequent streams of human migration. In a century
of isolation the Appalachian subculture was born . . . .1
The mountain settlers were more the perennial
frontiersmen, interested in freedom from the restraints of
law, order, and a differing culture. These were often the
people who had been embittered by civili7ed life in England
and Scotland and had come to these shores in rebellion
against the very kind of society which they found already
entrenched on the eastern shore.2
1 Jack Weller, Yesterday's People (Iexington: University
of Yentucky Press, 1965), p.
2
lbid., p. 10-11.
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With such a situation of relative Isolation coetired
with traditions which veva instilled in the residents of
Peytonsturs, it IP not surprisins that the traditional life
style is still carried on by the farm women interviswed.

The

followirg life histories of the seven informants for this study
illuminate their backgrounds. describe their experiences of
livina in this areg, and provide insight Into what Lyles of
women assume and perpetuate the role of a traditional farm

MOrPoirt.
EstellAi Coop
Put still, I've had a pretty good life, only jus'
had lots of troutle. I've been married twice, and I
can't say I didn't love both my men. I've never been
cussed an' I ain't never teen slapped. I wouldn't take
that off of no man'. 'Cause my mammy an' daddy never
did do that . . . .
In eighty-six years '!.:stella Coop has certainly hRd her
share of misfortunes, but her unbreakable spirit would not allow
her to succumb as a lesser person might have done.
If people have gone through all I've had to Qo
through, if they hadn't of been funny an' no life in
them, they would of died. I dor't see--I can't look
tack an' see now I ever done that.
Porn March 16, 1889, Estella was the youngest of nine
children, and although she was the "baby of the family" there
Was

little work she did not do.

There were no tones of shame

or regret but, instead, touches of humor and pride when she
talked about her early introduction to farm work.
Well now, if you's ta tell me what I didn't do an'
We
I could tell you there was nothin' we didn't dot
worked in the fields anytime anybody else was there.
We carded an' spun an' we wove an' we sewed an' we knit
an' quilted. There ain't no kind of work that we didn't

7
Pilk ole cows,
ell 404, Teen, OVer on. of us
klektn° cows, an' cows that didn't kick, when we was
1ve sot--ey foot still swells
jug, little! Yes. sir
ups my risht toe--where I kicked • cow. She kicked me
an' I kicked her risht tack an' moll ay to ur. On. I
had • mood life! Funny life. wt all had lots of fun.
We all MCA alone no well, all of us chillern; we never
had no fusses an" ever ono was nicknamed. Yeah, if ay
oliert rother hal of lived he'd been well over • hundred.
There was nine of us an' we all worked, there jug' wadn't
no gettin° around hit. leople bark then, they didn't
mind hit. I loved tR set hit ao back to the old mule an'
now an' jus' like hit used tR be.
Childhood ended abruptly for Latella at the ape of sixteen
when she ran away and married.
orta had my head examined!"

"Jus' a little ol' school girl;

hven though Estella spoke little

of her first marriRge, her summation of the union and its end
left little doubt that it was marked by tragedy and desolation.
I was sixteen and the man that I married was between
seventeen and eighteen. An' he jus' lived seventeen
years after we married ar' died the last day of 1922, last
lay of the year. An' left me with eight chillern an'
anothern ta be born. Now, I lost one little boy; he died
three months old. An' I raised twelve chillern, jus'
mostly by myself. I'd po till I wouldn't know which way
to turn, somethin' always happen--turn out all right.
In recallina the three years of widowhood between her first
and second marriages, Estella revealed her plight as a young
woman with nine children to provide for and a farm to work virtually ty herself.
'cept that
money.

an

"When Grover died I wadn't left with nothin'

of younauns.

We didn't

I wadn't left with near a penny of

much of nothin' to eat . .

Estella admitted that her initial reaction to the situation
WRS

to let her fears and uncertainties defeat her.

She gave her

mother credit for givina her the strength she needed to attempt
to continue on her own.

I worked awful hard ta rates °ea, but 1 retired °eat
. .. I tole her after Grover died. 1 sail. °I can't
never do thi. work an' raise these enillernt° I was the
baby of the family. said. 'Yes. Baby, you'll ask. hit,
said. *You've pot the will power an' that's all hit takes.
you'll raise every one of the..' Well, 1 did. Fut I
don't see how. I jus' can't see, there ain't no kind of
An' I jus' can't see it. But I did,
work I didn't dot
an° I's still here.
Ivorking ft farm is

difficult jot for anyone. and Estella

not only tecase a full-time farmtr tut she also found it necessary
to take time out to teach her children to do farm chores.
The otherr was four years old. an' Matty was six,
an' Jane was nine. an' Luther was between ten an'
eleven, an' Mitchell wag thirteen. an' William Wcic
fifteen an' five months, an' he jus' walked rifiht off
an' left TU: !.0W, he was old enough to holp &e117.
but he jus' walked right off an' left me. Never
holped a bit: An' the two older boys that were left,
they didn't know how to plow. I hal ta learn 'em how
ta plow. I was jus' mamTy an' Daddy ta 'cm.
Estella found she needed gregt patience as well

AS

her

knowledge of farm work to get the job done.
I generally went to the field with the ones that was
left, If 1 didn't go rignt on as soon as 1 got my milking
done, 1 went to tha field with them. 'Cause ther's not
no bunch of younguns that will work in a field by theirselves. They jus' play. You have ta work yourself ta
death ta get the younguns to work. Put now, I sure did
get along with my chillern.
The three years Estella spent as a widow before she
married her second husband, Ernest Coop, were hard ones but the
experiences she had during that period were probably shaping
factors determining her character.

She proudly revealed that

she was seven years older than Ernest and candidly discussed the
financial condition of each husband at her marriage to tnem.
Well now, I married two men in their shirttail. I
don't know how I made hit, but 1 have: how when I
married first 1 had hogs, a cow, an' ten quilts, an' a

9
bed, art' chickens, an' turkeys. I had all with the
exception of • stove, an" that ean had • twenty-dollar
gold sloes, an' that's all ne had: Mit took that ta
buy the stove, 4hen as an' Ernest was serried he was in
his shirttail, he diAnst have nothin'. An' here I as an'
they're both 'omit
Estella Coot's life was not all tragic an she admitted,
"Yeah. I've had • lot of fun • • • .1"

some of Estella's

enjoyments in life stemTer, from hr talents of tanjo playirg
and singing.

She was often aqtreei to play and sing for commu-

nity and church *vents.

She was in such demand

RS

an entertainer

that the telephone operator would ring her up on the old
crank -style telephone and she would play into the open lire for
the community on Saturday nights.

After many such performances

she found that other communities were also listening to her and
she thereafter refuced to play over the telephone anymore.

She

related that she did not mind playing for her neighbors tut it
W83

too

much work to entertain the whole county.

:stella's
-

musical repertoire has been passed down through her children.
More about her talents will te discussed in the section on the
farm woTan's recreation.3
Estella is very "set in her ways" and very opinionated on
topics that range from marriage to men with moustaches to the
way she should dress.
ain't never had a lock of my hair cut off.
• • •
.:Ever have nad a tit of powder nor paint on my face in
!
my life . . . . No, I always wanted to go dressed like
my mammy. They always wore their dresses long. never
FQW her with a short-sleeved dress. I never wore one
in my life. Never went without stockin's a day in my
life • • • •
35et Linda C. White, "A Family of Traditions" (Western
}Kentucky University Folklore/Folklife Archive. 1974).

10
in widittoo to ntr Meterainetion to cline to the old

ways

of dress Estella also boasted that she was never attended by •
physician or had never taken any "doctor medicine.'

3he did not

even havc a doctor in attendance at any of the deliveries of htr
thirteen children or tht various Uses she broke toth arms and
both legs.
Estella's opinions on many varied tot.ics and her oxitspoken. straightforward manner wfre the basic Insilrations for
the development of the chapter on the fart woman's yhilosophies.
!Mrs. Coop's reservoir of knowledve on tn., woman's role and her
personal attitudes will be revealed throuahout this study.

Fairy Coop Feathery
The tornado WRS here April Third
Came flying into Pea Ridae like R bird,
Twisting and rolling like a srake
Plowing down trees and houses and boats on Dale
Hollow Iae.
My sister-in-law's house was left standing on the ground
The roof was off, the chimney had fell down.
The lig apple tree that grew apples so good.
It was down, the ground covered with rotten wood.
The beautiful green lawn that was kept so neat
Looked like a horse had been there with shoes on its feet,
The porch was torn up, looked awful tare
I thought of my trother who once sat in a chair,
With his walking cane, his ripe and yes his tlack hat
was there
This was a sad sight to see
Everyone gone, lust some flowers left for the bumble bee
There is not much left of the farm, it was one of the test
The tornado got part of it, the new road took the rest.
My sister has moved away, my brother gone three years
To live with God, I hope, where there is no more tears
In Tennessee and Clinton County some were found lead on
that day.
ro more tornados on Pen Ridge, God we pray,
This one will be remembered until Judgement Day.
Pea Ridge Poet
Fairy Coop Nesthery

Petry Coop *Akathery le • sensitive women who reveal,
herself throush her toctry.

Thlo pimple of her poetry was

written to express the bewildersent Fairy and other Feytonstura residents felt after a series of tornadoes struck the ere&
In April, 1974.

The sister-in-law mentioned in this [oem is

Estella Coop, who became an informant for this study by way of
Fairy's introduction.

In fact, one of Fairy's most important

functions in this study was the role of catalyst that she
served while participating in mort of the interviews.
Fairy has not lived the same life style as the other six
women, largely because she Is considerably younger, being only
sixty-five now.

Fairy grew up 0.serving and participating In

the traditional role of the farm woman, but since her hustand
does not operate a traditional farmstfad, she has assumed a
relatively passive housewife's role in comTarison to the other
women who have lived basically the same role all their lives.
When Fairy was growing ur she lived in much the same manner
as the other women interviewed.

Lihe learned how to spin, quilt,

cook, garden, and take care of a household like other women in
the area at that time, tut, according to her, she performed very
little fieldwork.

There are several reasons why Fairy did not

work in the fields, one being that her father was a minister and
his tnivels left little time for farming.

Pecause there was so

little farming done, Fairy's mother and the older children took
care of it.

Fairy remarked once that her mother had grown up in

the old way of hard farm labor.
Fairy's husband, Joe Neathery, mostly derives a living from
non-domesticated activities.

he hunts, traps, fishes, digs

12
*Inman* mfloi Ommewfrmie, and fells or coms4ess tns prolucts of
such endeavors in nose slanner.

Consoluently, Fairy has hod to

learn to function in this relatively unsettled enviroment.

She

no lonser tends • garden, • cow, or a sheep for the aanufacturins
of home products.

What food Joe does not provide they must now

supplement with stort-tousht produce which is considered
unialatntle nne wasteful ty the older informants.
Fairy has tecome quite adept in preparing the wild rroduce, maVins it almost a delicacy ty adding various forms of
wild vegetation which she aRthers to enrich the flavol.

Her

atNility to function in either the traditional flarmina role or the
role of an outdoorsman's wife gives her a special quality of
RdaptRillity which is not so pronounced In the other women's
characters.

Hettie Fow Groce
I jus' felt like hit took two ta make a livir' an'
that's what we done. I'll tell you what's the truth,
Te an' Dad ain't pot no money much but I'll tell you
what we done, we've teen fifty-fifty ever since we been
married. We shore have: An' I think that's the test
thing anybody can do an' come nearer ts gettin' along
good. An' me an' himer been fifty-fifty with everything
we made.
The words and philosophy arc those of
of Feytonsl-ura. Yentucky.

nettle Groce

In ttls proclamation, Mrs. Groce

reveals the life style she and her husband, Cord, share.
Hattie was born August 15. 1.97, in the same region in
which she now resider.

She was brought up in the tradition of

hard physical labor and her references to hard work in her early
homelife reinforce this.
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• 1 never sot out of the fifth *rade. No sir.
1 didn't! An' 1'11 tell ye why.-1 was hep;10 Pa; cut
cross ties thrLe days out of the week an' that jug'
leave two days to go to school • • • • I said • lot of
times, 01 wish I hadn't learned to saw with a cross-cut
Nettie recalled ttat she was one oe the best students In
the worritin" school that she TrIefly attended.

.

hot s-

1rag,10, but P4rs. Former prsded ay papers ta le tetter elan°
wrItIn. than either one of her t.ove, an° thcy w4s a-teacraIns."
Put herenne she WOIR 'stout' her father needed ner help on the
farm, "I hepped plow 'efore I

msrried, sr' I heed him turn

over the corn when they plow hit with a doutlt-shovel /Flow7,“
she recalls.
This early introduction to farm work formed the pattErn
of Mrs. Croce's life.

In 1924 she married Cord 3roce and,

according to her, "Everthin. on Sulphur Creek was thar LE7t the
wedding:

An' they hadden an awful jount1ful7 dinner fixed:"

As their married life progressed, Het.tic adapted her work to meet
the needs of the occasion.
Whatever the occasion might be, Mrs. Groce was ready to
lend a hand in the wor17, whether it be household or field work.
As Hettie summed up her work -marriage relationship, it became
apparent that "sharing" was the best term to describe the Groces'
life together.
Cord's worked in tha hay all his life an' as long
as I's able why I hepped him. An' when I's at home,
hepped my daddy turn corn around an' hepped him plow over
corn, too. iut after me an' Cord's married then I jus'
went ta workin' on the farm like a man.
An' me an' him would hand shock hay when we lived on
Caey Creek, an' we'd hand shock after dark in tha
moonshine; hit's cool then, you know. An' so I'd --I'd

I's
work in the savior, en' as an' his would both do tn.,
/wine in the garish. An' we used to make aolaeres,
en we'd sake aolaesee, sr' we'd raise cane, ens all
kinds of aerden stuff, an' we worked an' aside that,
every bit of it.
An' 1 used ta her his when ht. worked for his daddy.
I'd he') work in soytean, break them, end we'd thresh
'em out over a wagon whee1. An' that was work for a
man, wadn't it, but women worked in it. Grade worked
in hit too. An' so, we jue managcd any way we could
an' got alona pretty good at it.
. . . he'd help me work in tnt garden sn' I'd htp
anythina ht had ta
him work in the corn, ar hay, ar
work, ra stout ttien an' could do work, tut old age
has about over took me and Dad both: Ali, Lord: Eut
we've been married pert-near ta fifty year an' I've
enjoyed all my life with him ne' I'm really proud that
we've hell out RS long as we have.
The Groces have gotten along "pretty good at it"

RS

they

developed a succesrful farmstead with their hard work an
devotion, to one another.

- een living on
Cord and nettle have )

Pea Ridge or the shores of Dale Hollow lake for sixteen years.
They originally lived on Casey Creek before this land was sold
for tne Dale Hollow Reservoir development.

Yrs. Croce recalled

her life there:
There wasn't many people on Casey Creek after the
War Department army Cores of Engineers7 took over.
They WAS thick-settled on the creek before that. We
kept what land they didn't take down thar an' we bought
this lend here an' that's how come us ta be livin' up
here. Why, I was jus' as well satisfied down thar as
I could bet
Cord and Hattie are now in their late seventies and they
are still farming in the traditional vein that they have practiced since early life.

Although Mrs. Grace no longer goes to

the field as much as she once c!iri, she goes when she feels able
and she still performs a great deal of chores around the house.
Her many, varied accounts of household and field work were the
initial inspiration for this thesis.
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Dowie and Pary Pow
rowels and hary Pow are the 'bow sisters of tow, tentuoky
and they even Take bow tasketa.

They art the maiden sisters

of Hattie ;roee and they are still livins on tht tautly farmstead, leaking baskets and brooms while raisins an1 producing
most of their own food.
In addition to experiences as farm women. the Bow sisters
are importart personalities in understanding the woman's role on
the farmstead since they rerre sent the unmarried sidt of that
life.

Doyle acted as spokeswoman for the two.

Put Mary not only

promrted her, she often rut words into her mouth until it WAS
quite obviously a joint effort to descrite their lives which were
all but identical.
Doyle, like her sister Hettie Groce, was trought ur to do
whatever field work needed to be done.

In a family of tight

children, of which seven were girls, it was inevitable that some
Of those girls would have to help their father in the field.
I worked out gutside7 all my life on the farm. My
trother died when ne, when I WRS younE, and I just got ta
helping my daddy. And I stayed out on the farm and we'd
pet somebody to heir us when We could. And when we
couldn't, why I'd do what I could.
I took my team and went to the field and plowed like
a boy. Turned ground and hared 5arrowed/ and planted
corn and done it all . . . . I'd have me a team and we'd
hire sometody with me and when my daddy couldn't go, I'd
take my mule and they take one. We done it by team—horseTower then. Didn't have no tractors and things like that.
Mary did not work in the fields as much as Doyle and Hettie
since there appeared to te a dtvision of labor among the girls.
The "stouter" airls who could work the teams were in the fields,
while the less physically able and the younger girls did
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Louie related that with the field work,

hougehold.type chores.

'he other virile 0 .. helped out wher it WWII necessary.

And

when it uedn't necessary for them to do such as hoeine and
thinan like that, but when wt was out with the teas, they didn't
have anything to do ffn the fielde7."
Peeldes the household and field work, tovits and P.ary became
lult( skillful at makinf taskets and brooms.

Since two other

informants for this study still make th*ir own brooms for household use, troom-makina is not an urusual practice in the
Peytonsburg Area.
The baskets the sisters ma!-c, on the other hand, are quite
exquisitely fashioned.

Their 1-askets seem to te patterned from

a comtination of other styles the sisters have observed, the
most influential Ptyle being their mother's.

The bows take their

baskets, brooms, and RsPorted hardcarved toys to the Cumberland
County Fair each summer.
than they can fill.

They now have more orders for baskets

The sisters find basket-making increasingly

difficult and tedious work because of rheumatism.
Doyle and Mary row are admirable not only lecause of their
devotion to their lives as farm women or to their parents but also
because of their decision to remain single.

The typical popular

novel written ty a woman during the years from 1847 to 1915
claims tnat all women. consciously or unconsciously, desire one
4
career--marriage.
Growing up with attitudes that had been instilled in
women for centuries, Doyle and Mary had the courage to go against
4
Susan Gorskv,
Maids and New Women," Journal of
Porular Culture 7 (Summer, 1977): 69.

le
the groin of their society.

This was s society that believed

as hrs. John Samford believed. °A really sonsitle wean feels
her Asti:Marco.

She does whet she esn, tut she in corscioue of

irferiority ard therefore grateful for wirport.e5
It neers that tht f.ow sisters in their considerRtior of
the sire life took louts. May Aleott's attitude. "I'd rtitner
te

SrinSter

and paddle, my own canoe.'

Tneir reasons for

rEmaining single were simple but showed determination not often
exhibited in wortr with their traditioral upbringing.

Covit

related:
I just never did ao with notody that I cared anything
about. Well. we arowed up hurt and stayed, and our daddy
ard mother needed us, and I just never did find notody
that I cared anything about. There's lots of people that
you could of got but you'd be worse off with 'cm than you
would have without them. Now that's the way I feel about It.
Whatever the reason, Coyle and Mary Pow remained single
ard became the caretakers of their family's homestead.

They

contributed willingly their krowledge of the woman's role on the
rarmstea:1 and their insight into the life of a single woman on
the farm.

They also presented some interesting philosophies

about home life which will be discussed later.

Maggie Spear
Aunt Mag Spear's eighty-five years have dealt kindly with
her appearance and her health.
even harder to believe her age.

Upon seeing her in action, it is
As one observer related,

5Parbara Welf(r, "The Cult of True Womenhood, 1820-1860,“
American ouarterly l (Spring, 1966): 159.
6Andrew Sinclair, The Emancipation of the American Woman
(/ew York: Harper tt now, 1966), p. 74.
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Pro. 944ille Steer sus. to be everywnere et once-41,ln, !.ea tang a rapt fros resettle; an. into the eill,
offerine e few words of advice on Whether • toter% of
Juice hes cooked long enough. *retains neightors with
a sails from under tnt tie floppy blue bonnet, and
helpins sorts' wives prersrt dinner on a leeks:waft tetlo
at the scene.?
The previous descrirtion of PRPOlf! Spear at a noraeum-mnkin,
session Is typical of her work style—full speed ahead:
Peing the sixth of twelve childre,
", Maggie was allowed a
great deal of freedom from work nn a young child.

'I didn't

do !Anything but play In the creel, most of the tive," she
recalled.

It was an older sister who took cart of the house and

the children while mother did her work.
NOW my older sister, she kinda looked after us wrier
Mother Was Out at work. I was the sixth child, an'
they was so many older than me, you know, that could
kinna look after matters.
Maggie did not begin helping with the work until she

WRS

fourteen, and even then because of the family size she worked
mostly inside her ho!ne.
Well, I didn't work much till, oh, I auess I's
about fourteen years old. I started doing my own sewing
and helping work. . . . Inside the house . . . I'd help
quilt, an' of course we'd card, an' spin, an' knit
socks, stockin's, an' done that.
One of the home industries which MaEgle learned from her
mother Was spinning, and to this day her spinning wheel sits in
the corner always ready for use.
I spun enough thread once to weave four blankets.
Took a bit of it. Lord, I've set up of a night and spun
when all of 'em was in bed asleep but me. I've teen
spinning since I was fourteen years old. My mother
learned me how. She's spun. She wove cloth. She had a

?David Sutherland. "The Little People of Pea Ridge"
(M. A. Thesis, Western }Kentucky University. 1973), p. le.
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loon and she wove cloth anti sale blankets and sad
us
clothes to wear. They's a bis family of us but she lone
that and thee when *he'd luit weaving this wool she'd
had enough cotton spun that she would always weave some
hand towels--a few yards for hand towel*. They wadn't
no such things an hand toweln tought out of a store when
Yes sir. I've
I could rtatater. Never heard tell of it A
been here a long time. I'm 83 years 01.1.r.
Mrs. Spear continues to spin, no longer for the necessity
of clothing a family, but because of ht ,- desire

to keep busy as

she has done all her adult life.
The traditional methods of spinning have almont
1.4,en completely forgotten in the United States, even in
its last stronwholl, the Vpland South. Only a scattered
few people remain who can rfmfmTer spinning as an
active part of their lives. Fewer still are willing to
give their time and effort to such a project. Most are
content with their memories. Mrs. Spear is onc of the
last who will ever know the hardships and pleasures of
making clothes for hr family literally from the sheer's
bank, Just AS her mother did A century ago.'
,
Maggie married when she
on sixteen."

W9S

fifteen and a half "goin' away

Years later Maggie and Jim Spear moved from

Tennessee to Yentucky.

After this move, the nature of MaigWit'S

work changed from inside work to predominantly outside work.
Put after we moved here I worked out in the fitJd
quite a bit. Lone all kinds of work. I've plowed 9n'
I've hoed, I've drug, I've tied fodder, pulled fodder,
tied wheat, done a little of tverythina.
Mr. and Mrs. Spear reared five children, and the couple
worked in unison to give their children every advantage possible.
The Spears helped put their three sons through college, as Maggie
proudly tells visitors.

The three sons are all Cum1'.erland County

residents and all are employed in the Cumberland County school
System of which one is the superindendent.

Ibid., p. 44.
9Ibid., p. 46.
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40tair carries on her work ay she has *brays dons.
She continuos to raise • garden, conning and freesins this
produce;

he keeps chickens, slakes brooss, spins, sews, does

needle work, aril helps her sons with any

are work she can.

It

stems that she keeps herself rusy to forott the void left by her
hustandis death.
Yeah, my hustAni rased away three years ago, ht
was buried thirty-seven months aao today. Put hit seems
like hit's teen thirty year."

Ruth Spear
To compar( Ruth Spear with her sister. Magpie Spear. Is to
Take a study in contrast.

Huth, beina a year older, certainly

looks her eighty-six years.

Her face tecomcs skeletal In

appearance when she laughs and her frame is sliaht.

Her skin,

tanned and weathered, stands out in contrast to ner shiny, alert
eyes.

She hurries around as If the young spirit within the older

frame wapes a constant battle to hold its own.
Ever though there is little chronological difference t
tween Ruth and Maggie, their early work roles reflect different
levels of responsibility.

For example, MRRIP.IE states that she

really did not work until she was fourteen, whereas Huth'F
description of early work life reflects more responsibility.
We was always grew up to help work an' help do things
about the place. Roe corn--soon as we was big enough,
and just helped at anything they was to do about the
place. . . . If we was in the house, we done in the houFc,
but when we was needed out to he and work why we was
out thar.
1CJim Spear died May 16, 1971.
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Ruth resesbers her early school days with pride since
her family initiated they all attend school even though attendance wan not compulsory.
When we's enildren we wort to school out at Sptftr's
Chapel. and wt lived down mcre on hendrickia Creek. We
walked two miles everyday going to school and back. Me
had to go rain or shine; they made us. They wadn't no
laws to sake people- go that time tut they glade us go:
Frs. Spear's deliwht in her early school exierltnet ltd
to a short teaching career.
the eighth grade
and I made

A

WAS

At that time anyone who finished

elialtle to teach.

"I went to school some

certificate, and I taught just a little and so on

till I'd tauaht any to speak of, I'd had to stay away from home."
The ties of home were apparertly ton strong for Ruth, and she
made a decisior to ". . . just give that up and just stay at h(-)T6
and did my housework, and done what I could just like I do now."
After returning home Ruth married at sixteen and

ear

her wedded work life.
I've done everything on the farm that a man could do
I reckored. I've cut tie timber, and I've cut--I've
mowed and I've raked hay, and hauled it in, and I've
made boards. ard I've made pickets. and I've done everything that can be done on the old farm. Yeah:
Mrs. Spear worked the farm

by herself to a large extent,

raising and tending her own cotton for clothinR and quilt betting.

"Yeah. yeah, I made it myself.

I plowed it with a mule myself."

When it needed plowing,

Since Ruth's husband often had

to work away from the farm to support the family, she found
herself doing a lot of the farming.
He'd work somewhere else. So, we just killed our
own hogs, and made our own meat, and put up garden
stuff, canned it, nrcl just put up things like that to

7)
live on. Ard of course time* wasn't like it IS row. • •
Wall then I just sad* • mardan. an' 'mitt house, and sada
quilts, and Just dons thinas like that.
Besides the housta and field work, Ruth Spear found tie* to
make her own trooes.
Mrs. Spear, commonly known in the community as
Aunt Ruth, makes two kinds of trooms--larve round troocs
with wooden handles and small whisk trouts • • • • Mrs.
Spear, row 86, has teen makins brooms since she was •
young girl. She learned the process from an old blind
broom-maker in the community."
Today, Ruth works 9S hard as her small frame will allow,
gsrdening, luilting, sewing, broom-making anl hourekteping.
Ruth's hindsight regarding her life, marriage, and chosen vocaLion gives yet another view of the rhilosophics of the farm woman.

"
Sutherland, "The little People of Pea Rid,'1," p. 32.

rliAITM II

HCSFHOLC WORV

An RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Household Work
After tht various interviews with the traditioral farm
woTen it becamt arparent that this study should It divided into
two major parts: that part which contains a discussion of the
work and leisure role, and

A

consideration of the farm woman's

Ihilosophies and attitudes toward such a role.

In further con-

sideration of the work roles, a natural division appeared between
the household work and the field work.

It also seemed appropriate

to include the farm woman's leisure time activities with her
household duties since most of this time was home rather than
field -oriented.
This study is not intended to describe processes step by
step, 1-1:t appropriate consideration is given to various processes
to further describe the female's responsibilities.

Most of this

study deals with actual fied interviews conducted with tne
seven women described in Chapter I.

Since a number of references

lend support to the information oli7ained from the Informants,
these works are cited when relevant.
The concept that "a woman's place is in the home" is one
that has confronted women in the United States from colonial times
on.
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75
In the Colonies, * woman had to work in soca home
or another. Given this choir., she preferred to work
in her husband's--that home was more especially her own.
The workshot of the American home boiler when the household was the lova, of all daily life and the workshop
for it. The church if avellatle, wall the only other
meeting place. Naturally, the one supported the other
against the terror of the wilderness, as they were to
support each other on after the home had lost its
function 1615 a maker of sooda.1
Thus, localise of the

natural attneh-ert of humans to their

romes it is ensy to discern how thir standard could still exist
in an Appalnehisn society where home production of goods continuos

AS

rArt

of the life style.

Estella Coop recalled the

life style in which she was reared.
People jus° raised everything they'' live on.
Even raised the sheep enouah ta make their clothes.
Cidn't have ta tuy nothin' only jus' their sugar.
Now thet's all they had to tuy, that's 911 we had ta
buy: 4c all worked though. . . .
At the time of this research some of the informants were
not as active as In earlier years; nevertheless, variations of
most of the economic processes were still teina carried out.
The farm women interviewed had very few "assigned" tasks; they
did what they knew needed to Ye -lore.

It was ver: otvious that

every woman knew the farm's survival depended on what she could
accomplish.
Sitting and reminiscing under her sun tonntt, Ruth Spear
exrressed her thoughts on the work role.
Anythina that I wanted fixed, anything that I
had, I didn't have much to do with. Put yet, I done
all I could. . . . I'd really love to show you some of
the quilts that I've aot upstairs. I've Fot so old
now that I can't thread a needle hardly. I can't make
quilts now like I used to. . . . I always jus'--I

Sinclair, The hmancipation of the American 'Woman. p.

4.
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,own sell quitting/.
never 414 Ns° feel like slttina'
I wee always willing to try.
Kettle Sroce was also a determined worktr whte it came
to farm work. .he recosnised her positior es • helpmate, and
she recognized the value of htr work

His Mane

Jus' as far es runnins the fwra now, I've hepped
him run the farm ever since re an' nimes t.eer married,
en' we'll soon te marri-d fifty year, shore will: An'
this romin° July we teen married fifty year, yeah. I
always enjoyed aoln° an' helving him all I could, sn'
workin' All I could. An' scr:urst at one time I could
do 'bout As much RS he Could In the field.
Ly nne large, the house, warier, and often care

Of

the

livestock were euties with which the ceven farm women wert all
involved.

It was found that all of the. women discussed basically

the same work processes. And it was concluded after the interviews that these were the types of chores rendered by the average
traditional Appalachian farm woman.
It was also noted that different tasks were preferred,
and the women were r.roud when these were accomplished.
Groce took great pride in her milk products.

Hettie

:tie is not atle to

milk the cows anymore and Cord, her husband, has taker over her
former chore.

At the time of the interviews she was, however,

still churning the milk into butter and selling this product as
well as the milk itself.
I had Awful good milk customers last summer--uh-I'd sell five, selen, and eight gallon of milk a day
to jus' one an' then the 'nother that came and Pet
milk. An' they never was a kick a-comin' about my
milk, everybody Rave hit a aood name fer me, you know,
an' I never lost no money on none of hit.
I4esides milking and milk processing, the farm woman often
had to tend to the farm animals.

The animals usually assiRned

PA
to her eere were eftiekenn, such calla, and eometimes the hose.
Vnusily the work animals such se mules were tended ty the
former. tut in some Instances thin teed's. tne f rm woniensn
(snore.

battle told of the time when Cord wan hauling logr. and

the cart of the home and livestock WW: basically ut to her.
I'd get up WI' e000( supper ars have hit ready,
an' I'd go ts the barn an' shock corn for Rix hcqd
of mule, an' have fred rut in for then whcr Cord came
in. he'd be tired an' hit'd te late, too. An' so
I'd feed the mules fer him every nipht en' milk two
el° cows. I had my hands full. Put Pr stout then
an' I enjoyed hit. Put I can't work like . used ta
did. Yeah.
Activities rurrounding food
time-conSUMinp

prepared.

processing were seasonal and

1T-caure of the large quantities of fool to be

The early spring months trought work In the form of

ground treaking and garden planting.

The initial plowing and

planting were joint efforts of the men and women.

For the most

part, ',fter these early staaes cultivating the garden and
harvestinp and cannin& the veaetatles was under the care of the
woman.

All informants except one were still tendina their own

gardens when interviewed.
Another seasonal task in food preraration WRE that of noF
killing.

Although several informants still had hoas tutchered,

only Hettie was actively involved every year.
The men would scrap 'em, it 'em ready ta cut
an' then when they took the insides out, I'd po an'
get 'em an' take the fat off of them, you know.
An'
then, I wouldn't have ta do no more to 'em till they
got ready ta--we can't grind sausage the day we kill
tecause our mill don't grind hot meat much--so we always
have ta wait till the next day. Put I'd salt the meat
the next thing I'd do. 'Course we'd always get done
glout two o'clock--two-thirty. Then the meat would
begin to get cold. They'd kill one an' hang hit up.

:9
Then they'd kill irotherr are hans hit ur then leave
is !ayine on the seaffol° when they dross sem out.
iou know. I can't lift ner hothin'. I'd so throush
with all of hit efts?' thty cut 'em ur. After I salt
the meat in the smokehouse. 1 so throush the wholt
thins myself then. Smallest, an' cannins, cookin° hit
out, an' everethins. yeah.
In addition to vrcrarfttior by canninp. various fruits,
such as apples. wtrt smoked or sulvhured.

These people also

mode cider from tht apples, and molaFes from their Fortihum
cane.

Hettie :;roce ir

A

veteran Tolasses mRker and even though

they now take their cane to other mills, sht vividly recalled
the molasses making process.
Most of the farm chores discussed thus far have 1-asically
leer outdoor activities centered Around the house.

Even the

canning was often done on the old wood stove which was located
in the ynrd hecnuse of the intense heat wener9ted inside the
house.

The tasks to te discussed next were largely performed

Indoors. and most of them occurred during the winter months.
Ihus, the winter months were largely devoted to household wor
and the summer to field and garden work.

The first household

task to le considered is one. which the farm woman performed
ever7day, that of cooking.
The hours of meals spread cooking and dishwashing
over almost the entire span of working hours. "Pefore
light" lreakfasts nnd "after dark" suppers, twelve
c'clock dinners, packing school lunches, And feeding
the children when they return in the afternoon are the
most customary pattern.2

'Margaret J. Hagood, Mothers of the Scuth; Portraiture
of -.4hite Tenant Farm Women (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1919), p. lel.

Several of the farm woman explained the usual tatttrn
of 'Kai preparations.

It was quite evident that even tto.,en

food was crucial to tnt family's well beim, in general es
little tiTe

AR

possltlt was spent cookie*, since fitld work

took rrectdence.

Hattie r;roce explained tnat she had not had

nine to accomilish clnl-oratc taking and cooking for ner rattly.
tell you what I'd do, when I's heppin4 him L7tr
hustnnl. Cord7 work on the fnrm, I'd cook dinner an' I had
ah wood stove with an oven uT in hit, you know. Well,
put whet our au per wnq in tnt oven en' tuv'n the. damper off, an' course hit's warm weather. Well, nur super
would It warm. an' Isd te tired, an' I'd juse come in. An°
Lad would feed, an' tend to tha stock, an' Ile feed the
nhickers, an' tend to them, an' !ring the Rocs in. Ar'-uh--1 W9S so tired I'd always cook my supper when I cooked
dinner. An' then go tsck to thn field an' work from one
o'clock, you might say, to plumb on to nearly sundown.
Housecleaning also fell into the category of 1-11s1c houstrold
chores, but seemed to 1-1- of less concern than the other basics.
All of the homes involved were clean, but examples of fanatical
house clearers were non-existent because there were so many other
chores that took priority.

As Aunt iaggie Spear recalled,

]'d jus' still work here, an' if I didn't have ta do
something out, why I'd work here in the house. . . • Not
I couldn't do RS much in the house as I should. Of course,
I've done a lot of quiltin' an' sewin'.
Along with basics such

RS

cooking and house cleaning

the unpleasant task of laundering the family's clothes.

came

Estella

Coop's description of wash days revealed the hard work which
wash days Incurred for the farm women.
I had all the washin' to do for all that big ol' unch
of younguns, an' thems times we washed on the wash loard,
toiled our clothes, an' used to have ta--I never did use
that battlin' stick. They'd wash their clothes, an' lay 'em
mut on a block, an' beat the blazes out of 'um with a Yattlin' stick. Well, now, that was sure a jot to do the washin't

11
The troeopeasee of guiltless and Patriots were leet,or griorities
for the traditional fare woman in taptonaturs.

The chore of

',twin, took a nuater of foram Ruch ale ttndins to a faally's re.
;air needs, the makina of new clothina, and rewire/ for non-family
memters for monetary Flaunt:ratios.
needs

came

.-omical

RS

Par tnt most pirt, the: family's

first, and often the frugal fsrm woman hal to te Leowell

HS

incencous.

Ruth Spear related how thrifty and

inventive rne could be.
I done ell the sewing:, and we didn't have nothin' to tuy
new coats and things with. And when a coRt'd ao to lookin'
old ar e faded, why I'd juts' rip that coat up, an' turn the
wrong side out an' remake hit An' hit was like a new one!
Yeah, oh yeah, if I couldn't of stwed, 1 don't know now we'd
of ever got by at all. I always made All we wore. Now, of
course I didn't make my husband's pants. I male his shirts.
I made all the -hirts he had and I male all that me and the
children wore. Well, that's jus' the way it WRS.
Whenever the need for ready cash was a , parent, the Peytonstura farm woman had to put her skilled needle to the task of
scwina for non-family members.

Hettie Groce often sewed for local

residents when her husband had to be away from the farm cutting
and hauling logs.
'Course I sewed for people. An' I'd work—I'd sew on
a man's shirt—Cord's haulin' logs at that time—ar' I'd
sew on a man's shirt all day—jus' what you might say all
day, till about two or three o'clock of the evenin'.
An' they'd bring my thread to me, you know, an' hit'd
be wad up in a iR ball an' I'd have ta wind that off on
spools then fill my bobbin. Quit one spool an' put Inothern
up on tor of the machine. An' I'd make me a whole man' shirt.
. . . An' when I'd get that shirt made, an' they'd come an'
get 'em, that was a dime I'd made. Ten cents a shirt: Well,
I shore did it'. An' dresses--they's no tellin° at the dresses
I made--aot fifteen and twenty cent apiece ter them.
Upon the completion of immediate sewing needs and any
nt;Wing

for non-famlly members, ttc farm woman turned her atten-

tion to quilting during winter months.

Prior to the actual
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luiltins from', tPt. ertt0h. Which wee grown loraely for that
purpose, wee harvested end the seeds pleVed out.

After trot

seeds were removed, the cOttelh fibers were carded and male Into
quiltInA hwtts.

These tette were utilised

RS

WAIN, inside s

quilt to provile Insulation.
Since most of the informants still lutlt, some, like
Ruth Spear, have a supply of cotton batts on hand.
I've- pot fnough now ricked—cotton—ready to tatt
to make quilts--I guess enough to go in twenty quilts.
never did huy no raddin° for quilts. I always raiscd
my own tatts. I've got the cards that I made the tatts
and everything. You M9YE 'CM Out of cotton, you
card 'em, an' You lay 'Cm over the quilt lirinu, an'
then you put the top on that. And quilt It.
Spinning and weaving were closely associated tasks; the
chore of spinning rrecedel that of the weaving process.

The

spinning of various fibers was a winter chore which helped provide clothing for the family.
All of the women interviewed had processed the raw
materials needed and had learned the art of spinning from their
mothers.

Maggie Spear, who still processes the wool, cards,

spins, and knits, recalled how shc learned the spinning process.
In this case, Maggie tauaht herself by observation.
My daddy had me and my sister to card and spin.
Of course, it was a good way to learn us how. He said,
"Here's the wheel an' here's the wool, jus' card an'
spin an' knit ya some stockin's." We did.
During one interview Estella Coop described tne weaving
procedure she had learned traditionally.

Estella's mother had

teen a weaver and had woven cloth for the entire community.
Estella, who was a very graphic Informant, described the loom,
her mother's work, and thu aesthetic judgements involved.

All that thread was wound, thee luilla was about
thst lone, jug' those *1° canes, you know, had holes
th 'sm. An' they worked 'ea jus' so tackarde an' foe Ards. An' these al° warpin° NITS Was I guess long as
from here to the window thar. An' they'd sit hit all
done why hit'd te hanks en' that's the way they put hit
in the loom. That was wnat they called a chain. They
I.,ought that thread, tut we carded an' spun wnat Ma wove
in thar. tut thea warpin° Vars. they Well 1,1,
. an'
Mamay s it 01° loom was so tip.
.it was a sight in this
world: She had hit sot or the rorch all the time an'
she wove that thftr.
. . . She wove for everybody. Hit was a stunt In
th1,7 world, but they'd furnish the thread when they'd
tring hit to her. Put she hai to do everything to hit
to weave hit. An' she 2ot old an' she was weakly after
we moved down on the creek. An' she wove a lona time
down thar, an' you know, out on the creek hit's a lot
colder than hit is or the ridge. An' they wadn't tut
two of us girls thar then, they'd all marriel tut me an'
Martha. . . . Put Iord, a-many and a-many yard has she
wove. Jus$ bang: FirclI
Hit took loth hands an' toth feet.
An' when we'd wind them quills—they, them little
quills—was jus' atout that long, the ones that went in
the shicklE, where she'd throw that shuttle through.
That WAS the ol' windin' blade, an' we'd wind them quills.
An' we all lrnowed, us girls, when hit come our time.
One of us would wind 'em one time an' anothern would wind
• em the next time. Everybody knowed when
his tie come.
She didn't have ta talk ta us. Put we always kept the
quill windin'.
Thus the weaving process was one learned and shared by all
the female memters of the family.
passed from mother to daughter.

This domestic tradition was

Fccause the homespun material

was so essential, the quality of the finished product war of
primary importance.
Everyone of us could weave, but she wouldn't let us
whenever she was weavin' far anybody else. She's afraid
we'd make a balk. Everytime she got out of the loom one
of us jumped in. Jus' wove up a storm: We could weave
'us' as good as she could.
• • • We raised cotton, we raised a big ol' patch of
cotton. An' we'd pick cotton, an' card, an' spin hit,
an' that's what rammy'd make a lot of things out of.
Just as Estella's mother lert quality to her work, so did
sne offer variety.
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An' she could make theta hand towel % an' frineta hit.
hey hs4 frisse on hit. Mit was pretty! They could
w•ave betiaproads. 1 couldn't of done that an' 1 don't
krow how in this wor14..tiow people could have done theti
An' weave that flower risht In the middle of hit. lit
would be raised ut en' you could see. An' they' an 01°
flax that prows, they call hit hear, didn't they?
they'd
teat that, an' hit was Jun' straws. An' they'd rake
cloth out of that. Card an' spin that.
Aside from the everyday find seasonal (shores associated with
life on the traditional farmstead, time had to tt lent to the
aking of certain kinds of essential f7ome 1Tplements.

Two such

homemade devices which were still made by some of the women were
the broom and the split oak basket.
At the time of this study only the How and Spear sisters
still make their own brooms.
Kost of the older residents of the Cumberland County
community, like Mrs. Huth Spear, make their own trooms
from home-grown broom corn, and at least one veteran
troom-maker ties brooms to sell to other members of the
community. Ruth Spear's sister, MilPftiE: Spear, also
Takes brooms. She recalls tying fifty brooms for one
man a few years ago, tut she generally ties brooms only
for herself and her family.1
Doyle and Mary Pow have been making their low baskets for
many years.

Doyle was unable tu recall when she first began

making baskets, but she did recall who taught her the process.
lord, I don't know how lona: Well, we made them all
our life off and on ever since we got big enough. My
mother made baskets. Her daddy learned her when she
growed up, and then after she married then she got to
making them when she was able. Cf course a whole lot
of times she wadn't able, she had a family, and sne had
to be about her children. Put I just couldn't think
al'out telling you how long it's been since we teen amaking them.
Thus, the Feytonsturg farm women are continuing many
traditional processes.

The Pow and Spear sisters are continuing

3Sutherland. "The Little Feople of Pea Ridge," p. 31.
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the traditione of basket and troos-malgins. Nasals bpear still
spins. bottle Grote helps butcher hOss each yter, and all of the
inforaants except Fairy heathery maintain tne practice of raisins
garden and harvesting and ca-rino vegetables for home use.
Recrefttioral Activities
The Feytonsburv farv woman's recreational, or spare. time
included periods which did not fall into actual work patterns
tut were nevertheless, in most cases, work-oriented ty modern
day standards.
Cm; exception to this observation was the musical pastiLes
of Estella Coop and Fairy Coop reathery.

Estella learned to

play the banjo from her unrle and was known throughout the area
for her combined talents of picking and singing.

For a mother

of twelve, the many requests against her time for performances
were sometimes overwhelming.
these requests.

In most cases she tried to oblige

Cne instance she related was exemplary of the.

demands on her talent ard her wit.
She was customarily asked every year by her father-in-law,
who was the school master, to play for the children on the last
day of the school year.

Faving detested his moustache for years

she agreed to play one more time if he would shave it off.
dently she

Was

Evi-

rretty surrrised to find that he appreciated her

Terformances enough to part with his moustache.

Thus, she was so

pleased that he had met her demand that she complied with his
wishes.
Fairy Coop Neathery still loves to sins and play the guitar
and banjo.

This poetic, sensitive lady was an influence on the

/7
ausleal abilities of her son. gam.

San has • small ptrinm band

known as the Pea lads* reapickers.

Petry likes for people to

sett tosetner in the comeunity to star*
the allele of ter

teritase.

the

joy she dcrives from

Them musical pet-togetters

were

frequtnt when she was younger ene when thcre were fewer forms of
entertairment.
sow

Now wntry Oros f,-/- i feww1Uckyviritors Or when

community performers car be organiztd, tut she mostly

ronfines her pastime to her poetry.
Fxcludirg the TUSiPsil get-together, community gathfrirgr
wtrE usually work -oriented.

Hog -killings, sorghurn rnolasses-

makiras, quiltings, ren-shellings, and cotton-pickings were some
cf the activities which lent themselves to domestic neighborhood
pet-togethers.

From tag Spear's recollections, a picture wa

created of

neighbors sharina chores on winter nights to be helpful as well
as to enjoy each other's coany.
Spear: Well, I'd jus' ask the neighbors to come in
ar' we'd pick the awfullest bunch of cotton an' lay it
dowr here by the fire. An' they'd pick the seed out of
it. An' one fall, when I aot all my cotton picked, I
had twenty-eight pounds of cotton. That was enough to
pad several quilts.
White: What would they get in return for coming?
Spear: Oh, they jus' come for the fun of it. They'd
jus' all have a big time, talkin' an' lauahin' for a
pastime.
White: How long did that usually go on?
Spear: Well, hit wouldn't last long, for I wouldn't
have enough cotton to have many cotton-pickin's. Yeah,
then we'd raise pens an' we'd have pea-shellings,
sometimes—shell peas, you know—till way in the night.
Helped us a lot for people to come in like that.
White: Lid you go in return to other people's homes?
Spear: Oh yes. I went an' did anxthing for anybody
I could. Me an' Eursey Lher neighlor7 went down ant
helped Fairy and her mother once hull corn jus' for the
fun of it. We didn't go because we could ask for pay,

we jug° went to hely thew out that such. They Ned
quite a bit to do, en' hr. Coop, her deAdy, modest
able to do such. An' we'd eo help them. An' we used
tee have quiltin's. an' I'd go help quilt, if they had
• quilt ur. An' people ease In an' hell as.
White: Was that just • hustler of peorle workine on
one quilt?
%eathery: laout six.
Spear: Ch yeah, rah, ell tops,' stout ripht.
Neathtry: She'd coat to our NOUPe an' hely' luilt.
White: How ions Ail it usmilly take- to make •
quilt t,-.at way?
Spenr: Well, oh ytAh, you could eet one out you
know, less thicin A lqy an' rut up anothern.
Thus, the community aqtherinas described in the atovt
ronversation apparently tenefited all concerned whether through
art,)91 work completed or fun Ifrived fr:71 such activities.
Another occasion for visiting was the community church
service.

The Feytonsburg church net only trouFht the neightors

together

but also offered the women ol.portunitif_s for leader-

ship.

"Women of the mountains can be much ccunted on to support

the regular cortinuinp activities of the church and community
groups."4
Doyle and Nary Fow considered their church attendance to
te an important factor in their lives.
White: What about church life? Was the church a
pretty active force in the community?
D. Pow: Oh, yes, we been attending church all our
lives until Mary had a stroke seventeen years ago and
we've not been too much since then. But we growed up
in church. We took part in Sunday School, and everything had to at church, why we'd take part in it.
We've done that all our lives. Hit was interesting,
church was.
Even though religion was an ever-pres(.nt consideration
in thc lives of the

Worler,

interviewed, church attendance in

4Weller, Yesterday's People, p. 43.
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early years wee not as regular aa it becalm in the later life of
the yawl.

Itag Speer cave the following resionst In answer to

• luestion on church attendance:
Well, now, I didn't go to church as regular tnen
me 1 do now. I.ut I guess I've teen to this church down
here more than air !erson that's a-livi-', an' Fairy
would say that. Eut when her daddy WAS llvins, he went
more than anytod) nesrly. Put he's teen on
lorp
time, an' I tlf-SS I'vt teen thar sore than air ven,on
In the country. The church MRS built atout 1E474.
Luring Kathy Yahn's interviews for Hilltilly WoTen, one of
her informants revealed an attitude and tenet that is representative of the Feytorstura women.

Ar unsroken philosophy

otserved in their life styles could te sumTed ur as follows:
"Your Fible tells you, it ain't whet poes in you, It's what comes
out of you."5
Each of these seven traditional farm women completely gave
themselves to the development of their home and the raising of
their children.

Each topic tnat was discussed in this chapter

was a part of every woman's Y.elnw.

This woman assumed her place

as home-tender and child -raiser In fulfillment of the traditional role nanded her 14 her mother and her mother's mother
1-efore her.

5Kathy Kahn, iillbiliy Women (New York: nearst Corp.,
1972). P. 37.
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Household duties were the taste factors holdira together
the life style on the traditional keytonstum farmstead.

inc

time and love which the farm woman. coull aive her homf And
family accounted for how smoothly everyone worked together.
Pecause of thc female's prescribed role of homemaver,
the home has histcrically been her designated place of operation
on the farm.

Therefore, the chief chores concerned with tending

the farm and producing crops were considered the male's
responsibility on the farmstead.

Even thouah Margaret Hapood's

Mothers of the South dealt with tenant farm women, the basic
work patterns were the same as those of the leytonsburg women.
The modal pattern is for the woman to do everything
inside the house, for the man to occupy himself on the
farm, and for both to share the intermediate duties
centering around the back yard and relating chiefly to
the care of livestock. 3o far this sounds fairly evenly
balanced, but the wife does field work also for about
half the year in addition to her traditionally allocated
sphere of labors. The return of services she gets from
her hustand for her farm work is never equal to it in
amount. In fact, the modal rattern is no work at all
inside the house, tut some consideration of his wife's
field labor in the matter of assigning children for
household tasks)
This observation proved true in the present study of the
Feytonst- urg farm women.

The wor, schedule was such that most of

the womer spent the majority of time during warm weather involved

1Hagood, Mothers of the South, pp. 158-159.
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with the cultivatior of crols.

These women had all bten raised

to share whatever work had to be lomei wtWither It be household
or field -oriented, and all realised from childhood that their
cor tributior was essential to the maintenance of the farm.
I could saw loan Whtt wl were all at host with a
cross cut saw, an' jute any kird of work. Cf course
I was stout, really the stoutest one of the, in the
tuner. Put I worked at anythina--worked in the crops,
I worked at hit at home before at an' Cord's married-I worked at hit here at home. I juts' felt like hit
took two ta make a livin° AO that's what we done.
Hettie Croce's work ethic was one shared by all the women
Interviewed.

Feina the oldest and °stoutest" children in a

family of girls, she and her sister,
of the field early in life.

COVIt, learned

the labors

There were no opportunities for

the Pow sisters to ever know a leisurely existence, or to question the masculine role which they had to assume on the farm.
Doyle explained the job roles of her family:
‘4E, all worked, but none of them took the plow but
me and Liettie. She'd help me some with the plow, tut
the rest of them would do the hoeing or whatever there
was to do. But they didn't take the plow and the mule.
Most of the women boasted of fiell work to their credit.
Several felt they had worked as hard as any man.

In one inter-

view, Ruth Spear expressed this concept of her work rolc.
Spear: Put yet, I've plowed as much as air man in
this country:
White: Were there any jots you didn't do IA:cause you
were a woman?
Spear: No, no: I've done everything on the farm that
a man can do, I reckon: I've cut tie timber, and I've
made boards, an' I've made pickets, an' I've fenced, an'
I've done everything that can be done on the farm. Yeah:
Mrs. Estella Coop, who played a major role in the field
work, expressed a similar confidence in her farming experience.

-oors tr. I've done all sorts of field work.
/lowed, dittoed an° rut hay, isn' raked hay. They
airst nothino that nO awn*, ever done that I ain't
innei
White: Would you say thNt you've worked Just as
hard as your husband?
Coop: Ch. yeah. My first nuatend, he worked A
while at jun° the start, but he didn't work such.
l's in the fieli every day arybody else was. I'd nave
ta stay at the house if we had lots of work hands.
Cook dinnsr ter 'es then 1 always had ta ao of an
evenin'.
As was shown in flhopter II. the usual work rolf for the farm
womikr Was to remain in the house- durInp the morning In order to
prepare a ,,tal for the field worktrs.

Tntn after dinner jhe

noon meal7 she would clear the dishes and ao to the field with
the men to worl- until sundown.

After the field work, stock

tending, milking, and doina other chorus, she was in the kitcnen
again preparing supper for the hungry work force.

The summer

months, then, were divided between house and field for most
women, with emphasis on the work which would provide the year's
food and cash.
White: Would you say that with the farm woman, the
field work came firrt, and the house work came last?
Coop: Well, I always had to stay at the house of a
mornin' an' get my stuff in for dinner for the work
hands, an' pet dinner. Then after the work hands came
In, and eat dinner, why then I'd wash up my dishes, an'
went to the field with them. I worked of an evenin'.
It took me all mornin' jus' like it was after Grover
died—there was so many little boys--see I had five boys,
six girls. Ant there was so many little boys in this
yard, would jus' be full. All around little boys would
come ta play with my boys who stayed home all the time.
They didn't want ta go anywhere. An' hit would take all
mornin' for me ta get enough cut for them to eat.
As Estella related, the processes of cooking, cleaning,
and child care were still basically the woman's responsibility
even during the periods when she had to work in the crops.
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'faunaer women who hed small eftillren with no "Ault or older
ehiletrlhn to oar, for them tm4 to 'eke the fully to the field
ari keep them out of the workers° way.
Durirs the emrly yemre of marriaot dettit Croce had to
take her children to the field while sne nelred Cord.
When Cecil was torn we'd take him an' Gerivee
7enevieve/ to the corn field, an' I'd hoc corn from
inner tiTl night. Are then we'd have two hired and,
sometimes three, are Corded do the plowin° an' tv,ey'd
do the hoeina of tna corn. Then after dinner, jus' as
luick RR I could get the dishes done, I'd tmke an ol s
quilt up In tha field an' put hit In the shade, an'
put Genivee an' Cecil there. An' they'd jus' have ta
stay. They couldn't Ret away fer. An' then I'd work
•111 weed all quit of a niaht. I'd cook 'to enough
dinner fer supper, an' so we'd take 'em tack the next
day till weed get our corn worked out.

4

In Yesterday In the Hills, the authors reveal a picture
of the family's involvement in the field work.
May and June was the months of tack-l-reaking field
work. All the children six years and over hed to chop
cotton and hoe the weeds out of tnt: corn and the other
crops. We usually hoed corn three times in a season,
and cotton more often. If they was a long rainy spell,
we had to hoe the cotton until it bloomed in July.
My sisters wore bonnets with wide trims and stockings
on their arms and hands to keep off the sunshine. White
skin rather than suntans was the style. A girl had to
hoe until she married and even then women had to hoe
except when they was pregnant. A lot of times Ma took
the baby to the fielas and left it on a pallet under a
tree while she hoed.4
It was a general agreement that most of the Feytonsburg
farm women preferred the "out work" rather than the household
role.

Hettie Croce had known the back-bending labors of field

work most of her life, and if her aging, frail body would permit
she would still be plowing.
2Floyd C. Watkins and Charles Hubert Watkins, Yesterday
In the Hills (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1973),
pp. 62-63.
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We'l. I car..1 can tribal t..ot corn en' throw it In
the. wagon *14 an' hc can--ans all I can do--it Wows
move Or thift--1, takts moist of thla work off his hands.
An I think vonar I uo an' hti 0111 I feel better, an'
if I could an like I once wont, I'd go every tie., he
wuht on tht waron, tacksarda an' foriarda. Yeah, that
what I ustd ta 0, An° then he mail ft lot of Uses
nfre lately, he'd love ta call tack twenty yuars of his
lift. Ar° I sail. *Well, Cad, that jos' somethin° we
can't call back." I said. °Ait's gone." An' hit is.
Put he said. "If I could. I'd love ta call tack twenty
years of our life." l'ut I tol' his we jus' have ta
take hit easy an' do tne; best we could, that's all I
know. Put he does love ta farm, hit's a slant how good
he loves ta work. I don't know.
Put I enjoy being out. I think • feller gets a lot
of fresh sir an' welkin' around nelrine do a littic. I
think it's good fer him, don't you? I shore do: Jus'
AS far as runnin' the farm, now, I've hepped him run the faru.
ever sinceas an' him's teen Tarried, an' we'll soon be
married fifty year, shore will: An' this comins July
we been married fifty year. Yeah. I always enjoyed
goin° an' herpinl him all I could, ar workin' all I
could. An' 'course at one time I could do 'tout as ,nuch
as he could in the field. I could i_low ar I could rake
hay. . • .
This preference for field work over house work was not
unique to the women studied since other researchers have found
similar expressions from other fnrm women.
Where there is more than one grown woman in the
house--grown daughter, sister, mother or mother-in-law-there is always an opportunity to divide up work so that
one goes to the field and the other stays in the house.
This situation was encountered, but more frequently the
practice was for both women to work in both places
because both preferred field work and neither wished to
be confined to the house all day.
. . . In the matter of work preference, an overwhelming majority--seven-eighths--of the mothers like
field work (including work in tobacco barns) better than
housework. Here again in many instances the statement
of preference was annotated with, "I was brought up to
it," or "I've always done it." These general statements
were sometimes elaborated by descriptions of their
bring up--"We were most all girls and had to do field
work just like 1.oys," or contrawise, "I was the only girl
and worked just like a boy with my brothers." There is
a Preat dcal of pride in the ability to work like a man,
which is evidenced in a boast frequently heard, "My papa
said he lost his best hand when I got married." Older
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likt to rteinisee *bout their forger strtnmth.
one with ptllegra who cannot do field work now because
dew or moisture sakes htr skin crack, tragael of how
had plowed, cut and mauled wood, harrowed, end done
everything $ man could do before her sons were old
enough to work.
. . To the luestion of preference an older women
answered somewhat regretfully. °Housework now, I guess,
I just can't hold out anymore in the field, though I
used to work like a man.' Apt and failing htalth atate
test and enthusiasm for the preferred outdoor work.
Even tht mother whose intererts an no centered in
farming, after she had alwavs liked fitld work test,
sighed and added, "rut I pets mipvty tired now--and
th're'e never no rert.u?

Wailer

That observation was correct in that there never Is any
rest when making a living from the soil.

There are always

crops to be tended, cultivated, or the raw products of such to
be procerrrd.

In the Peytonsburp community the crops usually

produced were corn, tobacco, wheat, hay, cotton, sorghum, and
soybeans.
.4uite often the farm situation was such that tilt farm
income was not sufficient to support the family.
as these the

At times sucn

hustand worked for others away from the farm while

the farm woman tended the crops.
Most common was some source of income, in addition
to that of farming, earned by the husband from WPA or by
working In a filling station on Saturdays, or running a
grain mill during the winter, going to Canada to curt
tobacco after his own cror WIS housed, -aulinP tobacco
to market, driving a meat truck, doing farm work for a
neighbor, or huntinF or trapping in the winter. In such
cases farming was the man's chief occupation and the other
jobs supplementary. Two border-line case:; were where
husbands had full-time jobs at a tobacco factory in town
and at a Rrist mill while the mother and children had to
do all the farming.4

3Hagood, Mothers of the South, pp. 87-91.
Itid., p. 82.
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?Wte situation of the, fere wooer risalnlre on tht fare
vein* the hupt,and or father worked elstwt.era was otatrved by
all of the Feytonsturst wooer interviewed.

KWA014. Srear tZ

;lathed the topethernehm whten her and ntr hustand's work rolep
afforded them even thOuah Jim tiresir soettiTes worked away
from romt.
Yeah, we worked together when we could tut sometimes
an' he'd work for sometody else to make WNWwork
I'd
us to live on. He'd work for Coc Spear over
for
thinp
here an' I plowed over yonder on that hill. . . Yeah,
, nere together when we could. Cf course,
wt always works'
Sometimes he worked away from home. I'd jun' work here,
an' if I didn't eve to do somethine out why I'd work
here in the house.
Cotton was one Crop which was prirarily tended ty the
frirm women in this study.

All of these women had raised patches

of cotton to be used in making quilting tatts.

In some respects

it seemed logical for the cotton to be the woman's resionsibility
Lecaust the process of quilting was entirely her own.

Since the

crol. was not raised in this area for cash, it was probally a
minor consideration of the farmer.

Ruth Spear, who at ciiihty-six

still raised her cotton and processed it, described the use of
cotton batts and her role In growing the cotton.
Spear: You make 'em gatts7 out of the cotton, you
card 'em, an' then you lay them over the quilt lining,
an' ten you put the top on that, an' auilt it.
White: Did you raise very much cotton?
Spear: Well, yeah, I raised a right smart. I
raised enough I sent it to the in twice. Over beyond
Ilvirgston, Tennessee. That was the only times I ever
did send it to the gin. Put I sent it twice.
White: Did you take care of the cotton ty yourself':
Spear: Yeah, yeah, I made it myself. When it needed
plowing, I plowed if with a mule myself.
White: So, Your husband didn't help you with that?
Spear: No, he was off somewneres else. No, he'd
work somewhere else.

4,0
kroductIon of other enjor fted °Tore of the arta
were
the Joint repponelbllitiee of the etr end women
on th.
FeCaute Of the heavy work Involved, little extras
help pvellatle,
and the derendenee on these erorp for food
eft wt11 GP ealth.
toth tor and woecn devoted trTir offort

to the VerlOUB Culti-

vation processta.
Coyle l'ow recalled, in part, the process of
growino the
family's most important cash cror, tobacco.
Pow: We growed tobacco. You know how totacco's
set, don't you? Well row, we just laid off
our rows.
as° set our totAcen, the- we'd plow that,
then
we'd get the hots an' go over it, an' hoe
it.
White: L1d you use any machines to set thc tobac
co?
Pow:
Wf set ly hard.
Sometime- we'd set with a
peg ar' if it was dry, we'd set with a hand
setter.
Soybeans, which are now a meat substitute in
some societies,
were grown by the Groces to feed their milch
cows.

The harvest

of soybeans Fine, sugar care took place in the
fall on the Groce
farmstead.

L.uring one interview hettie talked atout her involve-

mert in thesc field chores.
Groce: Well, in tk-c fall of the year, we'd make
molasses an' break soybean. We'd plant 'em in the
corn,
an' then go through the corn, An' break 'em, an'
pile
'em uu in piles. Then we would thrash 'cm
out on uh-jus' anythin' we could thrash 'em out on.
An' we had a
far mill, an' they--they'd fan that husk out
an' they
was clear then pn' pretty. An' then we'd
make molasses,
an' I'd help gather the cane, an' I'd help ski%
the
molasses.
White: When did you plant the cane?
Groce: Well hit's planted about the last of
April
or the first of May, one, if you're Rots,
' ta make
molasses, but if you're goin' ta plant hit
for feed, ya
plant hit later than that. Hit grows so fast
, an' the
stalks get so firm that the stock won't eat
'em. Put
if you jus' cut hit when hit's dry, an' shock
hit in the
field. Mules, cows, or hogs like hit, an' they'
ll eat
nit on an' or. That's good for the hogs,
an' I guess
hit's good for the cows, too. Put I alway
s had soybeans
for the milk rows. Hit's rich, you know, an'
they eat
hit awful good.
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nay was raised basically for atoek provision.
also cultivated to fete! the fern animals with

P024

Corn was

rortions

loin, converted into corn seal for the faalles tread.

Hay and

corn protebly occupied sore field space because of the vast
Amounts needed. Fut whereas the hay did not require

.rtat deal

(4' attention, the corn ha(' to te hoed and plowel
frequertly.
The farm women tended the hay and corn crops along with the mtr,
disclna, plowina, cutting, rakina until the reason's crots were

In the tarn or on the tetqe.
Dlit to cooperative efforts in this Cumterland Count:, conmunity, the women played a different role in the threshing of
wheat, a crop grown by most farmers.
around the community.

A wheat thresher traveled

The farmer on whose farm the crew ended

the day played host to the visitors overnight.

During, threshing

times, the women cooked huge meals for an additional four or five
men, and sometimes housed them for a night as well.

Estella

Coop remembered the wheat threshing times as days of hard work.
An' when the old thrashers gic7, they'd come in to
thrash wheat, why wherever they'd drive in that night,
why they'd --you'd have ta keep the thrasher men, feed
eight horses, an' four or five men. An' Pappy never
failed havin' to keep the thrasher ever' night, an'
when me an' Grover had this land in wheat, we'd have ta
keep 'em ever' time they come around. They always
wouldn't act done at our place. We'd have ta keep 'em
all night then.
With all the varied chores the farm woman had to complete,
both inside and outside of tr,e house, her traditional role
was
faceted.

Of necessity she had to te strong both in determination

and in endurance.

These farm woman were taught their responsi-

bilities from early childhood and none ever questioned their role
for as Ruth Spear remarked, "That's jus' the way it was."
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Mattis :roc's overview of her own work
role aFtly sums
up • traditional fare woman's life:
We, milked cows, in' I'd nap do the allk
in° when I'd
Jet through with ay su;por an' I'd set
in early enough
ta sat supper, an' then we'd silk. An'
then of • mornin,

early, why I'd her enrd milk the cows
, an' then hel so
out an' work. sir' I'd have ta do the
house work, you
know, cook dinner sr' work q little
in the garden, in
the sprins of the year. I could do
that. Then when he
aot the chrinet, why he'd help at. Then
I'd po an' hep
him In the fields all I could. Send
tht kids ta school,
an' do the wershin° Rne the ironlre.

eliAFTVII IV

TPF TRADITICt41 PAR?. WMAN't*
IHILOSOPHIES AND ATTITI:Di.S
t..ach of the sever farm womtn who were interviewed
for thls
'tufty hq
ality.

a

reat deal of character, and Rr individual perso
n-

Whereas they car te nollectively stereotyped

RS

far as

their work roles are concerned, the opinions which
they expressed
on various subjects made them singularly inter
esting.

AS the

study progressed, their individual difference
s came to light,
and provided the basis for this chapter.

In some respects the

chilosoples and attitudes of these farm women
are soTe of the
most stimulating aspects of this study.
When Kathy Yahn

an her interviews for hillbilly Women

she found her informants had somewhat the same react
ion to a
study being made of their life style that the Peytonstur
g women
displayed.

She noted, "most of the women were honestly surrrised

that I found their lives interesting enough to write
atout.

When

I first asked Katherine Teller to be a part of the
took, she
supested that I interview her husband, John, inste
ad."'
For the present study it took several sessions with
each
woman for her to become comfortable with the idea
of discussing
her own life style.
1 Kahn,

Some of the women were more open than

hilltAlly women, p. xxiii.
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others and thereby revealed sore of their inner thouehte.

As

it was tainted out In Chapters II and III, soot of these woetn
snow their own worth on the tars end freely discussed it.
Estelle Coop probably pave the soot outspoken views, and whir
asked toint blank to describe the hardest work she ever did, an.
did not hesitate to point at her children.
Raisin' that bune.h of younpurs. That was tr.(
hardest work I've ever had to do: Now hit %CRS jus' to
look to me for tverythlnp that WAS done. They never
did help me none. There was Jus' so many things that
a man could do. an' I didn't have anytody ta
Covie ?ow represented the sinel( womar's life on

farm-

stead, tut her views of the farm woman's role were home-oriented.
Doyle expressed her belief that the woman had the hardest
experience on the farm.
Well, I think the woman has the hardest time around
the house with the children, and the garden, and the
chickens, and everything. I think the woman has the
hardest time. I always teen out on the farm, and I
druther be out. Put the woman has the hardest time.
Even though Doyle chose to remain single she felt the family
was

the most important of the farm woman's considerations.
Well, I think any woman that lives on a farm, she's
vot all she can do if she'll tend to her family, and
grow her garden, and tend her chickens, and things like
that. That would be the most important thing. Most
important is taking care of your family. You know, the
family needs seeing after and waiting on. I think that
would he the most important thing.
Doyle

ol,1 was critical of thc farm woman who did not ful-

fill her role as homemaker.

"-Well, a whole lot of them worked

out in the field, but plenty of them was left at home that
wadn't too interested in their home or children either."

Two topics which soot of the women discussed without
telt* prodded ware those of men and sorriest; there wer. varyins
'laws and responses to the subject.
in hstella Coop's opinion at old ear was • dettutalle
character.

Htr minter. Martha, had married an older man very

soon after Estella's owr Tarries..
Hy sister, ""eirtha, married right off the reel after
I aot married. I's sixteen an' she wens seventeen, an'
she married an old man, older than Fappy. Yeah, that
h-Ippens ever once in R WhileLTAURh7. I knowed this song
one time, chillern used tee sire hit:
"I wouldn't marry an' old man
With hairs around his mouth,
He would ticklt you on the chin
When you sit on his lap.
An old man, he is old,
An old man, he is gray,
An' a young man's heart is full of love,
Get away, old mart Get away:"
I never could see what a girl's thinkine about. . .
1 don't think a young girl should marry someone so
much older than her. 'Cause they jug' don't, young
love an' old love, don't mix. Cf course, you might
marry an old man someday. but I wouldn't marry one now
If I was to ge7 marry: The first time I married, I
married someone a little older, tut not much, I guess
a year an' a nalf. Fut now. I was seven years older
than Ernest when we WRS married. I've tried hit both
ways. An' you'd better take a chance of marrying a
younger man as ones that's older.
Estella's song of an oil man illustrated tnat she could not
tolerate a man having a moustache.

"I wouldn't of had a man, if

the sun ever shined on me, that wore a moustache:"
Doyle and Mary Eow never married, and remained on the
family farmstead to work and care for their parents.

They both

felt the life style they could live as single women was more
preferable to marriape.

Poth expressed the thought that they dld

not know if they had made the right decision, only that it seemed

right to them.

Even thousn they chose the unmarried life.

their attitudes were hoes-oriented as essaplifisid by Dovie's
opinions on n woman's most important responsibility on thm farm.
Lovie s s rationalization for not pettin4 married

MUS

forthright

and it took determination to mak, such a decision in n time
wher marriaae

MAP

the traditional norm.

. . . Well, the way I looked at it, the ones I
could yet I wouldn't Ye no tatter off. I'd rather be
out it.
by myself. row that's just the wRy I felt
people
that
WAS
A
livir',
it
die!n't
suit mt,
The life
just
te
nr
by
thought I"
well off
and I
myself ar I
would to have somebody on my hands, nnl all that trouIle. And I don't know whether I was right or not.
Oh, I lust felt like I couldn't tale it. The life
that people WAS a-livin' then. rrinkir' an' messin'
around, it didn't suit me. And I just felt that I
would be better off by myself and wouldn't te waitin°
on nobody, or my hands like that.
Ruth Spear did not discuss men as a topic, tut she did
give y.er views on marriage.

Mrs. Spear had some surprising views

of marriage which she discussed briefly while her daughter was
out of ear shot.

"I know some folks thinks hit's awful fer

people ta ),e an old maid.

Sometimes I think they're—anyway,

lots of them would be better off thritRway I think."
For all the hard times she endured, and all the remarks she
made against marriape, Estella really believed that the institution of marriape was of utmost importance in a woman's life.
She made numerous remarks giving the impression that she had been
young and foolish to get married.

"Yeah, I slipped off from

hc,me an' that was the worse day's work I ever done:
to do over

APHin, I

everything. . . ."

wouldn't do it:

,Ind hit all

If I had jus' of knowed

Estella took pride in her marriapes and in

her accomplishments as wife and mother.

tier gruff talk about
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her early Gerrie** was perhaps warranted, tut all in all she
enjoyed net* life, and revealed her teller in aerrimme through
the followins interview.
white: What are did sirls marry at that tit?
Coop: Well, eh—some of them was twenty en' some
Wiwi twenty-five.
Well now. I guess that Ament's
thirty-five /7; neighbor
:
7, and rho never married.
Well. I don't, telifve people like these Williams' ciris,
I think they ouvht tn get married. I do. I don't
telieve in jus' livin° tn jugs—well now, Peelle's
thirty-five an' if she was ever out with n toy, I don't
know it'.
White: Why do you think they ought to .7et married?
Coop: Well, suppose all their people 'OAF to die, gr.°
leave 'em jus' lonely, by th,mselves. Put now, I's
jus' only sixteen when I Rot married, jus' a school
pirl, 1 think that's jus' a little bit too yo'Ing.
still I've had R pretty Food life, only just had lots
of trouble.
Pased on their many nomments of sharina responsibilities
with their hustands, Rettie Groce and MaRFle Spear seemed to
have had the happiest marriages.

Maggie was very lonely since

the death of her husband, Jim, and tears welled up in her eyes
whenever she thought of him even though three years had passed.
hettle was more fortunate in thqt Cord was still alive, tut
they are very protective and dependent or one another.

From

comments made by the other women, it seemed Maggie and Hettie
had indeed had superior marriages bECRUS€ of the apparent accord
between husband and wife.
Margaret Hagood in Mothers of the South also made comments
upon the compatibility of the couples she studied.
In summary we may comment upon the apparent lack
of friction and irritatility between most of the couples,
both as observed and as reported by the wife. There
was the impression that the sharing of field and barn
work and of farming interests made for a spirit of cooperation and an absence of sexual antagonism. Furthermore,
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in lives where work takes most of one's time. there is
little otportunity to conteerlate or argue over riohts
sind rrivileses. More of the wives appeared to No
neurotic: norr claimed to be sisunderntood.2
Pefore leaving this section concerning the fare woeenes
opinions of men and earrIage, it seess sprropriste to une an
esprennion of Estella'r thoughte on a correct llfe style.

She

Rlso had definite ideas on what it takes to act married.
Cook: See, I'm eighty-fivt year old an' I ain't
never had ft lock of my hair rut off. Never have had
a bit of nowder nor paint on my fare In my life. an'
I /-een married twice, married two men. Low see, hit
don't take that ta pet married:
White: What does it take to att married?
Cook: Hit jus' takes Tein' plain as an ol' shoe:
'o, hit don't tal,e hanky-dank: NO. I always wanted to
go dressed like my mammy. They always wore their
dresses long. Never SRW her with a short-sleeved dress
I never wort one In my life.
White: Did you ever wear pants?
Coop: Me: Wear R pair of pants?: I couldn't rut
on a pair of pants an' walk to the door:
White: How long were your dresses?
Coop: Come down to our shoe tops.
White: And you could work like that out In the field
wearing these long dresses?
Coop: We shore did, we worked that way. Yeah, I
never wore powder or paint, never cut my hair, never
went without stockin's a day in my life. . . . Never
had a doctor an° never had a dose of doctor medicine
in my life. Raised twelve chillern. . . .
All of the married farm women had raised children, and most
of their children had moved away from the Feytonsturg area.

Most

of these children moved to urban industrial areas, mainly in
Indiana, but still return on holidays to visit.

There

Was

ex-

pressed affection for these children, but an unspoken misunderstanding as to why they were living away from their mothers and
home community.

Most of the women seemed to realize that these

hapood, Mothers of the South, p. 169.

children 414 not feel that tttoy could matt, ft ittrina in the
rural nettinSt e tut Estella appeared perticIarly resentful Of
!A.:* children's departure.
Pow some of them ghildrtn7 was Ns' no sten
that. . • . Ore ghil
. was aood than ten bad uns.
to there's wrier* you--you'vt always heard the son.
that says that a t,Oy e R bent friend is hio mother,
she'll take up for him whenevtr everytody else lets
him down. An' they don't care A lit more for their
parents, chillern don't, after they oet old. . . .
PET' resentment toward her childrt.nis life

style Was

not only

based on their supposed neglect of her in old aat but alrc their
dec-ertion of the farming life.

Estella had little respect for

her children's work values.
Yeah, everybody had cows, he wade his own milk,
own Ilatter, killed his own meat, made his crops. An'
now they jug' don't do rothIrt. well, now of course
I know you pay these work hands ffectory wnrkers7
what looks like a great lot that they pay, but these
work hands that's not made nothins at home, out to
work for their livin', why hit takes everythir' that
they work out. You've got to tat now, they ain't no
gettin' around hit. You can't live without atin'.
Now you see they's Jur' so many people that don't try
ta raise a garden.
Ruth Spear shared the

vi.w of younger people's work

"There's nairn in this country that's ever worked as

style.
much

same

RS I

haves

Put they won't hardly work now.

to the sewing factory, but they won't

Aft

(4), they'll go

out and work on the

farm:"
Fstella Coop compared her own work -oriented uptringing to
that of her children's.
An' when we got big enough ta go ta school, an'
that's when the peas would be to pick in tha fall, we'd
come back then of an evenin', an' we'd always—Mammy
always have a little somethin' layed lack—an' we always
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trab us a little scat en' brcad, are take out to tne
field, en' pick till sundlier. it didn't come in en'
not across the bed like eY Y()union* done.
As can be deducted from theist fare wooer's testimonies,
their life styles were staple and practical.
end tetinved Br hur mother had.

Estella dressed

!;he had never visited a doctor

lut relied on ner home rettdies.
I never hal refn n pair of slirpers chotr when 1
marricci the first time. Wort 01° high tot. shotg. .
always knit to.eir stockin's outtn yarn, an' we wore
linsey dresses. That's yarn clothes that you WCAVe on a
loom. That's made outte wool. We wort calico clothes in
t!-•e summertime. An' that calico wadn't more than tnnt
wide, An' two cents an' n half 4 yard. An, row you'd
have tn get a dollvr a yard. I ain't seen no calico in

WRF

10n

tint_ • • • •

you
An' wren we went ta school, we Was warm, An
jus'
An'
try's
school,
know they's lots of ones In
flirty, flirty. flirty: An' they'd Ius' make fun of us
havint or our home-wove clothes An' stockin's. I guess
what they had didn't cost A quarter, their dresses.
Well this 01' world never been so full that there can't
te somethin' a heap worst te in hit. Rut Lord, I wish
you youny folks jus' knowed what I know an' I see. row,
I teen here at'out eighty-five years. . . .
FeCOUPe

of inadequate transportation, poor roads, lack of

interest, or simply tecause the child could not te spared from
farm work, many of the informants did not feel they had reached
their educational potential.

The Bow sisters, hettic, Mary and

rovie, all played leading work roles on the family farmstead and
could not seek an education since they were put into adult
responsitilities so early.
Most of the Feytonsburg farm women simply did not have
the opportunity to receive advanced educations tecause of economic reasons.

Ruth, who taught Iricfly, was an exception.

was generally expected that the farm woman would not need

It

eo
education toyord the sanity to rest arA wrItt.

resole Speer

awls an interestina stateeent while she diecussed t,tr sons°
educational oceosvlishatnts. whieh pointed out the fact that
wowtr were not expecte4 to continue their education in PUOI •
soCitty•

AO of course I sent tha chillren ta school sll I
on ta praduste from Western State
could. I hod three
College. Now we come or the herd way; we didn't make
hit easy, lut we got ty. Of course, tne two dauchttrs
married at ,., young eve, an' they didn't neither one go
tot school--ta high school.
The last area to Ve discussed in this charter or the farm
woman's rhilosophier and attitudes deals with their feelings
toward life and death.

Earlier in this study a quote was given

fror Hettle Groce, who was discussing her bustard's derire to
"call back twenty years" of their lives.

She very riatter-of-

factly told him that they just had to accept life as it W9S and
getting older was part of tne plan.
The women knew they were slowing down and every one of
them expressed the belief that if they "retire," it would be the
cnd.
F911C

They all had a desire to continue doing their work in the
manner as they always had.
R. Spear: Yeah, yeah, I've always been used to it.
I'd rather work as to just sot down and sot thart Jus'
take me away from my work, an' jus' set me down, Fin'
I'd wear out right nowt Well, I couldn't stand that:
Fut I always loved to eo a-fishin', an' I could
catch some tie ones. I could catch as many as anybody
who WIS with me could catch--till--I always jus'--I
never did jus' feel like jus' sittins down an' quittin',
I was always willin' ta try.
Coop: We always jus' had work ta do. But now, we
worked, yeah. I worked all my life, an now, I don't
want ta quit work. I love ta work. Spring of the year
comes, I gfnerally always want get out an' start foolin'
around an ol' garden. Flayin' in the dirt. . . .

el
I think • little worv alona If it is iretty -ard
ntlis anytody. 4%11 now, you can jute° sit around till
Yow.rt NO--likt I sail thi, rainy wtatntr--tnis a.
Jun' a-1,11110 set I want ta ctt
it an' work!
Mon, with the

knowled:e of tralitionAl aettods

the desire to won%

WHP

instilled In them

procesKtr.

women at an early age

tecause there was an inner feeling 'nut to stor workinF was to
stop living.
her.

Estella's mothfr rassod along this attitude to

She could rtmemter early efforts to convince her mctner to

slow down.
/kr° she cot old, an' she was weakly after we moved
down on the creel,. An' she wove a lona time down tnar,
an' jus' out on that, you know, out on thf ridge. An'
two of us girls that' then, they'd all
they wadn't
married tut me an' Yartha. 4e11, we jus' Frit in an' jus'
btaRed, an' Yegred, an' t*aped her ta quit weavin': she
was old. . . . Put we couldn't stop her, fappy'd nlways
help her put the cloth in.
Thus, the traditional farm women, though they might nct le
well educated by modern standards, knew more about the practicalities and realities of life than many will ever know.

The

descriptions of their work roles are put in proper persiective
when the real, flesh and tlood womer, and their philosophies and
attitudes, ran te seen arid understood along. with the facts.

CHAPTER V

COMJAPISOM

Art ccrcTuslors

Pefort concluding this thesis it is relevant to make
comparisons of the farm womun in this study with other re tarch
that could be found.
of tk,f

In making these comparisons, the relation

Feytorstura farm woman to other womtr elsewntre becomes

nearer.
Margaret Hsgood's Mothers of the South has more relevance
to this study than any other reference located.

The main

difference was found in the approach taker and social status of
the women.

Ms. Haqood's work deals with sociological aspects

in the lives of tehart farm women, while this study deals with
the traditional elements in the lives of farm women who happen
to te land owners.

All of the women interviewed for the present

research are obviously proud of their status as land owners, and
express the security they feel in knowing that they will alwas
have their homes.

Hagood found that, "There is everywhere an

awareness of separation from the owning class.

With a remark

shout a neighbor, there was generally an identifying status if
he were ar owner.
The similarities can be discerned by the instances in which
Hagood's findings were cited to substantiate points in this
research.

Areas such as community participation, field work

1Hagood, Mothers of the South, c. 19e.
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roles, houseketpini priorities, ar,4 otneral philosophies end
rrtfereneea were almost lientical to those

of

tPle ftytonsturp

fare wooer,
Richari vamer's otstrvation, cited 1,y Arrelen Arcntold in
her study of the Amisr woman, summed ur n work lift that was
very similar to the work of the itytansburg women.
The women gic7 provided the meals for the men of
the community In their worV; she drove the horses or the
traprer, whi1e the men pullel the harvested strain orto
the platform; she served as the raker and tinder of the
rye, and, she often for outnuttered the men in the field
when the sickle was still in use.?
Many of the recollectiors of thf Feytorstarg women were
similar to those of the Amish women.

Liscussions of :rocery

shopping, quilting. and wheat threshing were almost identical.
From a study of the two sources cited and the trief comparisons made, it seems likely that the Feytorsturg women did
not have completely unique life styles, since similar ones were
found in other areas where traditions were easily passed from
generation to generation.

It is importart at this point to

restate an earlier observation that the situation of relative
isolation in the Feytonsturg community created ar atmosphere
conducive to the natural preservation and perpetuation of traditional life styles.
The purpose of this study was to explain the role of
traditional farm women in Feytonsburg, Kentucky as related by
the women themselves.

In this respect, tne women told their awn

stories which comprised the bulk of this thesis.

This study is

Annelen Arcntold, "The Amish: A Journal and Annotated
irliography" (western Kentucky University Folklore/Folklore
Archive, 1972), pp. 5-6.

not simply a discussion of the fare wevean's work rola. tut it
adds to the swill tody of literature

that has Nen written on

the traditional farm women, and on womer in folklore.
Another sienificant aspect of this research wan the
revelation of the real woman through an analynis of rtr philosorhits and attituAts.
*4'4

"'his was the. most revealing, impotent of

study; Chaptcr IV lent spirt for thc grass roots humor and

insights of thcse stver women that might otherwise

have teen lost

ty solely r'oncentrsting on the-ir work roles.
en the tasts of an analysis of the informant testimonies,
It is seen that these women were concerned with four significant
facets of life: their family, maintenance of the farm through
hcust and field work necessory at any giver time, tne church, ilnd
helping others.
This study is one that can certainly be expanded, and
additional aspects of thc woman's role in society can and should
le explored.

This analysis of the work role, philosophies, and

attitudes of traditional farm women in Feytonsburg should provide a foundation and hopefully an inspiration for other such
studies.
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